
CLM built for 
Enterprises

Discover limitless insights, converse with your contracts like never before, and 
eliminate risks and leakages at a remarkable scale.



Metadata Extract 
Instantly extract and tag 100+ clause categories for bulk 
analysis in real-time across any multi-format and 
multilanguage contract type, including:

Clause Extract 01

03

02 Discover and visualize valuable metadata details 
in and about contracts, such as: 

Track contractual performance by automatically capturing 
all obligation and service level types from contracts, 
including: 

Obligation Extract

Save time and $$ with AI powered Data Extraction. 
Unlock your contract data for on-the-go access and deep analytics

Contract Analytics

Your Contracts 

Counter-party Documents 

Price Escalations 

Rebates 

Risk Exposure 

Expiry 

+85 more 

SLAs from SOWs 

Insurance 

Security 

Project Milestones 

+94 more 



Eliminate risk exposure with intelligent, context-aware risk scores delivered in natural 
language. Assess risk levels, identify missing clauses, and spot deviations in clauses and terms 
for each contract — all in real-time. 

Risk Analyzer 04

Negotiate Faster from Position of Strength with Trusted AI 
Leverage AI-native assistants that analyze, review, and negotiate faster, more intelligent contracts.

Contract Assistants

Actionable Insights 

Redline Recommendations 

Flag Missing Contract Elements 

Always know what's in your contract with AI-generated summaries that interpret and consolidate 
all vital information across the contract into an easily accessible, visual dashboard. 

Summarize AI 05
Business-Personalized 

Easy to Reference 

Configurable Elements 



Search faster using  Next-GenAI for Data Discovery 
Talk to your contracts in ways never possible before

Contract Discovery

A range of search options to tease out the exact contract data you need, 
when you need it, even if you can't quite remember the exact language. 

SearchAI 06
Contract Search  

Clause Search  

Free Text/Data Search 

Your Virtual Contract Assistant.  
Simply ask your contract questions in simple, natural language and get 
clear, reasoned answers linked to the relevant provisions, such as: 

SimpliAssist 07
Does this contract offer rebates? 

What was the direct damages cap in this contract? 

Is there a protocol for notifying the other party before disclosing any information in response to this subpoena? 



Sean Greene
Director of Estates and Facilities

“There was a pre-SimpliContract NHS and a post-
SimpliContract NHS. The 'next-gen’ nature of the 
platform is a significant differentiator from other 

platforms we’ve used in the past.”



Welcome to the Simpli Era 
of Contracting


